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20. Abstract

Most amorphous semiconductors are essentially diamagnetic, but a paramagnetic contribution to the magnetic susceptibility is present in some materials due to either the presence of inadvertent paramagnetic impurities or the existence of paramagnetic defects such as unsatisfied or dangling bonds. When light of energy near the band gap energy is applied to these semiconductors there is an optically-induced paramagnetism which results. In most cases this optically-induced paramagnetism is metastable at low enough temperatures. Although the exact cause of the paramagnetism depends on the specific amorphous semiconductor, two general mechanisms have been identified: the optical rearrangement of charge in existing defects or the optically-induced creation of new defects. In either of these cases the optically-induced paramagnetism can be annealed, in some cases optically and in all cases by heating well below the glass transition or crystallization temperatures.

Magnetic effects can be used effectively to probe local structural order of defects, impurities or major constituent atoms. Some magnetic processes are also useful in probing low energy excitations in amorphous semiconductors. The primary techniques are electron spin resonance (ESR), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) and Mössbauer spectroscopy. Optical techniques coupled with magnetic resonance can also yield important information concerning absorption and recombination processes in amorphous semiconductors. Such a technique is optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) where changes in absorption or photoluminescence (PL) processes are monitored as the sample goes through an ESR or NMR process.
I. INTRODUCTION

Most amorphous semiconductors are essentially diamagnetic, but a paramagnetic contribution to the magnetic susceptibility is present in some materials due to either the presence of inadvertent paramagnetic impurities or the existence of paramagnetic defects such as unsatisfied or dangling bonds. When light of energy near the band gap energy is applied to these semiconductors there is an optically-induced paramagnetism which results. In most cases this optically-induced paramagnetism is metastable at low enough temperatures. Although the exact cause of the paramagnetism depends on the specific amorphous semiconductor, two general mechanisms have been identified: the optical rearrangement of charge in existing defects or the optically-induced creation of new defects. In either of these cases the optically-induced paramagnetism can be annealed, in some cases optically and in all cases by heating well below the glass transition or crystallization temperatures.

Magnetic effects can be used effectively to probe local structural order of defects, impurities or major constituent atoms. Some magnetic processes are also useful in probing low energy excitations in amorphous semiconductors. The primary techniques are electron spin resonance (ESR), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) and Mössbauer spectroscopy. Optical techniques coupled with magnetic resonance can also yield important information concerning absorption and recombination processes in amorphous semiconductors. Such a technique is optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) where changes in absorption or photoluminescence (PL) processes are monitored as the sample goes through an ESR or NMR process.

In section II the normal diamagnetic behavior of amorphous semiconductors is discussed. Section III considers paramagnetic effects such as those due to native defects or impurities or to optically-induced changes in the material.
This section also summarizes the important relaxation mechanisms for electronic spins via the atoms in the lattice (spin-lattice relaxation). In Section IV the important results of NMR and NQR measurements in amorphous semiconductors are discussed. These results include the use of NMR and NQR as probes of local bonding arrangements and the use of nuclear spin-lattice relaxation to probe low energy vibrational excitations or impurity species in amorphous semiconductors. Sections V and VI briefly summarize the most important applications of Mössbauer and ODMR spectroscopy, to amorphous semiconductors. Significant conclusions are summarized in section VII.

II. DIAMAGNETISM

With the exception of some tetrahedrally bonded amorphous semiconductors to be discussed in Section III.A.2, most amorphous semiconductors are diamagnetic under equilibrium conditions. The magnetic susceptibility $\chi$ in amorphous semiconductors is often more diamagnetic than the average susceptibility of the corresponding crystalline modifications,¹ although this so-called "diamagnetic enhancement" is not as strong or as universal as originally thought.²⁻⁵

Early experiments on glassy Se,⁶ or CdGe₆As₂ and related glasses,⁷⁻⁹ and on As₂S₃ and As₂Se₃ glasses³,⁴,¹⁰ yielded enhancements in the diamagnetic susceptibility of over 50% between the glassy and crystalline phases. More careful experiments have subsequently confirmed that these enhancements are much less than originally thought. For example, in S and Se there is no enhancement within experimental error¹¹ as is shown in Table 1. Similarly, in glassy As₂S₃ and As₂Se₃ there is at most an enhancement of ~ 3% which is also within experimental error.¹

In Fig. 1 are presented data of Di Salvo et al.¹ for the magnetic susceptibility in pure samples of glassy As₂S₃ and As₂Se₃. As can be seen from
the figure, both glasses exhibit a temperature independent, diamagnetic susceptibility which dominates down to at least 10 K. Below 10 K there is a paramagnetic contribution to the susceptibility which is due to impurities.

In tetrahedrally bonded amorphous semiconductors the increase in diamagnetism in the amorphous phase can be slightly greater\(^8\) (~ 4% in CdAs\(_2\); see Table 1), but these materials are difficult to prepare and contain a paramagnetic contribution to the susceptibility due to unsatisfied bonds. These materials are poor glass formers and must be rapidly quenched from the melt in small volumes in order to obtain the amorphous phase.

Comparisons with crystalline solids must, of course, be made with some care. Because most crystalline counterparts are anisotropic, comparisons of the isotropic glassy phase must be made with a suitable average of the susceptibilities in the principal crystalline directions.\(^1\) In addition, there are often several crystalline polymorphs which compositionally match a given glass, as for example, the trigonal and monoclinic forms of selenium.

To the extent that there is an enhancement of the diamagnetic susceptibility in glasses over their crystalline counterparts, the explanation probably arises from two mechanisms.\(^5\) The first mechanism is an increase in the diamagnetism associated with the large orbits of localized states. The second mechanism is a decrease in the Van Vleck paramagnetism due to interband contributions. White and Anderson\(^5\) suggest that the second mechanism is perhaps the dominant one.

III. PARAMAGNETISM AND ESR

The chalcogenide amorphous semiconductors exhibit an enhanced diamagnetism, but there is no paramagnetic contribution to the susceptibility except after optical excitation. The most effective energies for the exciting light are
those near the band-gap energies, and the temperatures at which the optically-induced paramagnetism is metastable are typically below approximately 100 K.

The pnictide and tetrahedral amorphous semiconductors, on the other hand, typically exhibit paramagnetic behavior in the absence of any optical excitation. In amorphous silicon (a-Si) the "dark ESR" intensity is typically \( n_s = 10^{18} - 10^{19} \) spins/cm\(^3\) while in the best hydrogenated material (a-Si:H) this spin signal can be as low as \( 10^{15} \) spins/cm\(^3\). Under optical excitation with band gap light a-Si:H also shows increases in the ESR intensity which are both transient and metastable. Unlike the chalcogenides the metastable effects are present up to approximately 400 K.

In amorphous semiconductors measurements of ESR are capable of yielding detailed local pictures of the wave functions of the unpaired spins. This information provides a probe of the bonding at such paramagnetic sites as defects, impurities or localized electronic states at the band edges ("band tail" states). The three most important terms in the spin Hamiltonian for most ESR situations in amorphous semiconductors are the electronic Zeeman, the electronic-nuclear hyperfine and the fine structure interactions. Normally the effects of spin-orbit coupling are subsumed into the Zeeman term such that the interaction can be written in parameterized form as

\[
H_{\text{ez}} = g \tilde{S} \cdot \tilde{g} \cdot \tilde{H}
\]

(1)

where \( g = eh/2mc \) is the Bohr magneton, \( \tilde{S} \) is the electronic spin operator, \( \tilde{g} \) is the gyromagnetic or g-tensor and \( \tilde{H} \) is the externally applied magnetic field.

If the electronic state is localized to such an extent that tight binding calculations are applicable, then one may express the g-tensor in the following fashion
\[ g = g_e + 2\lambda \sum_{n} \frac{\langle 0| L_i | n \rangle \langle n| L_i | 0 \rangle}{\varepsilon_0 - \varepsilon_n} \]  

(2)

where \( g_e = 2.0023 \) is the free electron g-value, \( \lambda \) is the spin-orbit coupling constant (an atomic parameter), and \( |0\rangle, |n\rangle \) represent the ground and excited states for the electronic wave function, respectively. The \( i^{\text{th}} \) component of the orbital angular momentum operator \( L_i \) admixes excited states \( |n\rangle \) of energy \( \varepsilon_n \) into the ground state wave function \( |0\rangle \) of energy \( \varepsilon_0 \).

The hyperfine interaction, which is the second important term in the spin-Hamiltonian, couples the electronic spin to surrounding nuclear spins. This interaction can be expressed in parameterized form as

\[ H_{nf} = \hat{S} \cdot \tilde{A} \cdot \hat{I} \]  

(3)

where \( \tilde{A} \) is the hyperfine term and \( \hat{I} \) is the nuclear spin operator. Because the components of \( \tilde{A} \) depend both on atomic parameters and on the wavefunction for the unpaired spin, the hyperfine interaction can provide detailed information concerning the local bonding at a defect or impurity site especially in the tight-binding limit.

The fine structure interaction, which is often a third important term in the spin-Hamiltonian, reflects the effect of the electric fields generated by electrons in the solid. These electric fields depend dramatically on the elements which compose the solid and on the local symmetry. In parameterized form the fine structure term can be written as

\[ H_f = \hat{S} \cdot \tilde{D} \cdot \hat{S} \]  

(4)

where \( \tilde{D} \) is the fine structure tensor and \( \hat{S} \), the electronic spin operator, is greater than 1/2. Examples of situations where this term is important are paramagnetic rare earth or transition metal ions in which inner shell valence
electrons tend to align parallel and some other relatively infrequent situations such as triplet states for excitons or molecules.

Because the interactions in Eqs. (1), (3) and (4) involve tensors, the spin-Hamiltonian depends in general on the orientation of the paramagnetic site with respect to the experimental geometry. In particular, it can be seen from Eq. (1) that the ESR spectrum from a single crystal will depend on the orientation of the crystal with respect to the externally applied magnetic field $\mathbf{H}$. In polycrystalline or non-crystalline samples the individual paramagnetic, or nuclear, sites are randomly oriented with respect to the field, and the resulting ESR (or NMR) spectrum is an average over these sites which is called a "powder pattern." In non-crystalline semiconductors there is often an additional average which must be performed because not all sites are identical due to distortions which vary from location to location. This latter complication means that the parameters used in the spin-Hamiltonian (Eqs. (1), (3) and (4)) do not possess unique values for all sites in the solid.

A. Paramagnetic Susceptibility

Early models of the electronic states in amorphous semiconductors suggested that there should be a paramagnetic contribution to the magnetic susceptibility from localized electronic states deep in the gap. In these models tails of localized single-electron states were supposed to extend so far into the gap from both the valence and conduction bands that they actually overlapped near mid-gap where they pinned the Fermi energy. These states have never been observed experimentally. In the chalcogenide semiconductors no paramagnetism is observed which is not attributable to impurities. In most tetrahedrally bonded amorphous semiconductors a paramagnetism associated with a specific bonding defect (dangling bond) is observed.
The lack of single-electron tail states extending well into the gap was first explained by Anderson\textsuperscript{15} who suggested that localized electronic states which are intrinsic to amorphous solids do in fact exist within the gap, but that these states are always paired (doubly occupied or empty) in the ground state configuration due to an effective electronic correlation energy which is negative. In this model these states were considered to be an intrinsic property of amorphous solids (both semiconductors and insulators) and not due to specific defects or impurities. Since this original suggestion a specific model has been proposed for the chalcogenide glasses which postulates the existence of specific, well-defined, localized, diamagnetic defects whose ground state energies lie within the gap.\textsuperscript{16-18}

1. Chalcogenide Glasses

Although there is no evidence for a paramagnetic contribution $\chi$ which is intrinsic to the amorphous phase, there is substantial evidence for such a contribution due to inadvertent impurities,\textsuperscript{1,19} even in the purest samples. In most samples\textsuperscript{1,19} the dominant contribution is from Fe which exists predominantly as non-magnetic Fe$^{2+}$ and only secondarily as Fe$^{3+}$.

Because the amount of Fe$^{3+}$ which typically exists in the purest of these chalcogenide glasses is small ($n_s \sim 10^{16}$ spins/cm$^3$), one must either perform very precise susceptibility experiments\textsuperscript{1} down to $\sim$ 1K or extend the experiments into the millikelvin range\textsuperscript{19} in order to observe the effect. An example of the latter approach is given in Fig. 2 for glassy As$_2$Se$_3$. In this figure the open circles represent the Curie term in $\chi$ due to $\sim$ 10 ppm of Fe doped into As$_2$Se$_3$ of which $\sim$ 1 ppm is in the Fe$^{3+}$ valence state. From the data for pure As$_2$Se$_3$ an upper bound of $\leq 10^{17}$ spins/cm$^3$ can be placed on the paramagnetic spin density ($S = 1/2$, $g = 2.0$). A similar upper bound of $\leq 3 \times 10^{16}$ spins/cm$^3$
(S = 1/2, g = 2.0) can be placed on any paramagnetic contribution to \( x \) from the data of Fig. 1.

Thus if there is an intrinsic contribution to the paramagnetic susceptibility in the chalcogenide glasses, it is small. ESR measurements which may not see all of the spins for technical reasons, place the upper bound for the intrinsic contribution at an even lower value.\textsuperscript{20,21} One may safely conclude that the temperature dependent Curie magnetic susceptibility commonly observed in the chalcogenide glasses is an impurity effect predominantly due to Fe\textsuperscript{3+}.

2. Tetrahedral Amorphous Semiconductors

In amorphous silicon (a-Si), silicon germanium alloys (a-Si\(_x\)Ge\(_{1-x}\)) and hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) several experiments suggest that the magnetic susceptibility follows a Curie-Weiss behavior \( \chi = C/T - \delta \). The microscopic origin of this susceptibility is thought to be due to the presence of dangling Si or Ge bonds (see Section III.C). The magnitude of the ordering parameter \( \delta \) varies considerably from experiment to experiment. Estimates range from 40-135K in a-Si\(_x\)Ge\(_{1-x}\) alloys\textsuperscript{22} to < 1K in a-Si evaporated in an ultra-high vacuum.\textsuperscript{23} In several other experiments on a-Si:H the values of \( \delta \) fall in between these two extremes.\textsuperscript{24-26} Some studies suggest that \( \delta \) is independent of the spin density \( n_s \) even for changes of \( n_s \) over several orders of magnitude.\textsuperscript{26} In addition, there exist both surface and bulk effects in some samples.\textsuperscript{27,28}

The magnitude of \( \delta \) can be taken as a rough measure of the degree of clustering of the spins in the materials. From this statement it is apparent that clustering varies considerably from sample to sample. Most of this variation is the result of different sample preparation procedures, but the possibility that impurities play an indirect role cannot be ruled out.
The amorphous materials based on silicon and germanium can only be made in thin film form, but there is at least a class of tetrahedrally bonded amorphous semiconductors which can be made in bulk form. These glasses are various compositions of the form CdₙGe₁₋ₓAs₂. In this glass system preliminary experiments indicated a substantial contribution (~ 10¹⁹ spins/cm³) to the paramagnetic susceptibility which was attributed to Ge dangling bonds.⁷,⁸ However, as in the chalcogenide glasses, recent measurements indicate that this term, if present at all, corresponds to a spin density (S = 1/2, g = 2.0) of nₛ ≪ 10¹⁷ spins/cm³.

B. Impurities

As mentioned in the previous section, inadvertent impurities often play a role in the paramagnetic susceptibility of amorphous semiconductors even in the purest samples. In addition, paramagnetic impurities and as Fe³⁺ or Mn²⁺ are sometimes deliberately introduced into amorphous semiconductors to provide probes of the local structural order. Also diamagnetic impurities such as oxygen or nitrogen can form defects for which one of the charge states is paramagnetic.

1. Chalcogenide Glasses

Transition metals are often incorporated into the chalcogenide glasses in paramagnetic configurations. For example, ESR studies of many different chalcogenide glasses at temperatures between 4 and 300K have detected the presence of iron as an unintentional impurity even in the purest glasses available.³⁰,³¹ Only iron in the 3+ valence state (d⁵ configuration) is detected via a characteristics ESR signal whose major feature is near g = 4.2. A representative spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. The shape of these spectra is essentially independent of the host glass.

The strength of the Fe³⁺ resonance in As₂Se₃ is enhanced by the addition of a broad range of metallic impurities.³¹ including Tl, Cu, B, Ag and In. As
two optically-induced centers are shown in Fig. 15. The wave function of one
center, $P_1$ (Fig. 15b), is probably localized on a single phosphorus atom and
may be identical to centers which exist before optical excitation (thermally-
generated ESR). The second center, $P_2$ (Fig. 15a) is characterized by a wave
function which is localized on two equivalent phosphorus atoms. The solid lines
in Fig. 15 represent computer simulations assuming p-type wave functions local-
ized on one ($P_1$) or two ($P_2$) phosphorus atoms. The relative intensities of $P_1$
and $P_2$ depend upon the excitation source (x-irradiation or optical excitation).
The metastable $P_2$ densities decrease rapidly above 80K while those of $P_1$ decrease
more slowly with temperature. Both $P_1$ and $P_2$ can be optically bleached with
below-band-gap light.

The optically-induced signal in amorphous As is probably the analog of the
$P_2$ center, but the resolution in the spectrum is insufficient to be certain.
Whether or not there is an optically-induced analog of the $P_1$ phosphorus center
in amorphous arsenic remains to be determined.

The existence after optical excitation of paramagnetic sites in the
chalcogenide and pnictide amorphous solids is explained by several defect
models\cite{17,18,96,97} which invoke negative effective electron-electron correlation
energies to explain the diamagnetic ground state. These models describe para-
magnetic states localized essentially on a single chalcogenide or pnictide atom.
The presence of optically-induced spins which are localized predominantly on
p-orbitals of two essentially equivalent As or P atoms ($P_2$) is unexpected in the
context of these defect models.

3. Tetrahedral Amorphous Semiconductors

As in the case of the chalcogenide and pnictide amorphous semiconductors,
optical excitation with light near or above the band gap creates several ESR
signals in the tetrahedral amorphous semiconductors.\cite{28,98,99} In contrast to
chalcogenide glasses discussed in the previous section. As in the chalcogenide glasses, these states also can be optically bleached with light of less than band gap energies \((E_g/2 \leq h\nu \leq E_g)\). The density of these states, which is \(~10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) at 4.2K, decreases continuously with increasing temperature in a similar manner to the behavior in \(\text{As}_2\text{Se}_3\) and decreases by at least a factor of two by 100K. An analysis\(^9\) of the observed lineshape has suggested that these states are unpaired spins localized predominantly on As p-orbitals (~95%) extending over less than about three As atoms. This conclusion results from a consideration of the hyperfine interaction (Eq. (2)) and the different magnitudes of the contributions to this interaction from s and p atomic orbitals.

The thermally generated ESR response (solid line in Fig. 14) occurs in the absence of any optical excitation on a time scale which cannot be measured but is at least as fast as that required to achieve thermal equilibrium (typically a few minutes). The density of these states increase with temperature. As can be seen from Fig. 13 the lineshapes of the two responses appear to be similar, but the two signals are distinct and separable.

The general shape of the thermally generated line suggests that this paramagnetic state is also predominantly p-like (~95%), but the increased height of the shoulders relative to the central peak (see Fig. 13) indicates that the wave functions of the unpaired spins are perhaps more localized than those of the optically-induced states. In fact, the data are consistent with localization on a single As atom.

Similar behavior has recently been observed in amorphous phosphorus\(^{94,95}\) where better resolution in the optically-induced spectra has allowed a more detailed interpretation. In amorphous phosphorus two metastable and characteristically different paramagnetic centers are observed by ESR after either \(\alpha\)-irradiation or optical excitation below 77K. The ESR spectra of these
Fig. 12c and has no counterpart in the trace in Fig. 7. Of more importance is
the fact that the broad features associated with the As center are much better
resolved in the x-irradiated trace. This fact means that the two ESR centers
are related but not identical.

In fact there are many more ESR centers created after x-irradiation than
there are after low intensity optical excitation. In addition, similar features
(better resolution and greater spin densities) are observed after prolonged high
power (> 100 mW/cm²) laser irradiation at band-gap energies.90,91 Figure 13
shows the different lineshapes for As₂S₃ and Ge₂S₈ at low- and high-power optical
excitation. The differences in lineshape are not well understood, but the
different spin densities have been explained by Biegelsen and Street.91 These
authors examined the time dependence of the inducing process at ~ 10K before and
after cycling to ~ 150K. In this manner Biegelsen and Street determined that
there are two separate processes which contribute to the ESR. The first process,
which dominates at low intensities and saturates near 10¹⁷ spins/cm³, is due to
the rearrangement of charge in existing (negative U) defects, and the second
process is the creation optically of new defects. The second process saturates
at much higher spin densities.90,91

2. Pnictide Amorphous Semiconductors

In addition to the optically-induced responses discussed in the previous
section, the group V amorphous solids also possess an ESR response which, even
in the absence of optical excitation, increases with increasing temperature.
This so-called thermally-generated ESR resonance is shown as a solid line in
Fig. 14. The optically induced response (dashed line of Fig. 14) occurs only
at low temperatures after optical excitation with low intensity (~ 1 mW cm⁻²)
band gap (absorption coefficient α = 100 cm⁻¹) light. This resonance is
exactly analogous to the broad line which is observed in the arsenic-containing
induced ESR is much better resolved and the iron scavenges essentially all of
the holes\(^8\) (trace a in Fig. 11). The increased resolution in glassy As\(_2\)O\(_3\)
allows a much more detailed model fit to the data (curves b and c) and confirms
the conclusion that the unpaired electron in the As-related center is
predominantly in a 4p orbital (~99% p character in As\(_2\)O\(_3\)).

Similar optically-induced spectra occur in IV-VI chalcogenide glasses such
as GeS\(_2\) and GeSe\(_2\). In addition, similar spectra are observed after excitation
with high intensity (>100 mW/cm\(^2\)) light near the band edge or with electron-
or x-irradiation. Figure 12 illustrates the ESR observed in three chalcogenide
glasses after x-irradiation\(^3\)^\(^3\) near 77K. In GeS\(_2\) the spectrum is actually due
to two ESR centers, a hole trapped on the chalcogen and an electron trapped on
a Ge atom.\(^8\)\(^6\)-89 These two ESR responses have analogues in the oxide glasses
(\(\text{GeO}_2\) and \(\text{SiO}_2\)). The sulfur-related center is the analog of an oxygen hole
center and the Ge-related center is probably the analog of the so-called E'
center of the oxide glasses. Unlike most of the chalcogenide glasses these two
centers usually occur in unirradiated GeS\(_2\) and Ge\(_x\)S\(_{1-x}\) glasses.\(^8\)\(^6\) As the
stoichiometry is altered the relative intensities of the Ge- and S-related ESR
lines change.\(^8\)\(^6\) This behavior is also seen in the \(\text{Si}_{x\text{O}}_{1-x}\) and Ge\(_x\)O\(_{1-x}\) systems.

As one goes from GeS\(_2\) to GeSe\(_2\) the ESR spectrum broadens considerably
(compare a and b of Fig. 12). Some of this broadening is attributable to the
increased spin-orbit coupling in Se, but the general lack of any resolved
structure in GeSe\(_2\) remains a mystery.

There are several significant differences between the x-irradiated spectra
and the spectra obtained from low level (<100 mW/cm\(^2\)) optical excitation in
the chalcogenide glasses. These differences are illustrated for As\(_2\)S\(_3\) by
comparison of Fig. 12c with the top trace of Fig. 7. In the x-irradiated sample
there exists a sharp feature near \(g \approx 2.002\) which is distorted in the trace of
The addition of most impurities to the chalcogenide glasses has little effect on the number of optically-induced ESR centers but can substantially affect the type of center which is produced. Figure 8 shows the relative intensity of the optically-induced ESR in As$_2$Se$_3$ as a function of Cu, Tl, K and I doping. It is apparent from this figure that these impurities have little effect on the ESR. Most other impurities exhibit similar behavior. One notable exception is oxygen in Se which dramatically reduces both the optically-induced ESR and the PL efficiency. Also, it is apparent from Table 2 that the addition of As to Se increases the ESR spin density.

There is a gradual decrease in the ESR intensity with the addition of K or I (Fig. 8). In the case of iodine doping this decrease is predominantly a decrease in the intensity of the As-related center as shown in Fig. 9 (features marked A, B, C). A comparison of this trace with the middle trace in Fig. 7 indicates that the broad features associated with the As-related ESR site are diminished with respect to the narrow central feature which is associated with the Se-related center. The hole center on Se is essentially unaffected except at the highest impurity levels. This behavior, which occurs often in the oxide glasses, is the result of a scavenging of the electrons produced upon optical excitation by a defect which is probably associated with iodine. As can be seen from Fig. 8, the presence of iodine also slightly affects the charge state of the iron impurities in glassy As$_2$Se$_3$.

The opposite effect can also occur as shown in Fig. 10. When iron is added to As$_2$S$_3$ the optically induced spectrum is predominantly due to the As-related center with the chalcogen center almost completely suppressed. In this case there is an increase in the Fe$^{3+}$ ESR after optical excitation which indicates that the Fe$^{2+}$ has become a better hole scavenger than the S in this glass. This effect is even more dramatic in As$_2$O$_3$ where the As-related optically-
It is beyond the scope of this chapter to review all of the metastabilities which occur in amorphous semiconductors. In fact the general picture is still rather confusing for most materials. For this reason we will be content to review the most important aspects of the optically-induced ESR with reference to other optically-induced effects only when the connection is reasonably obvious.

1. Chalcogenide Glasses

When the chalcogenide glasses are irradiated at low temperatures with light of energy approximately equal to the band-gap energy, metastable ESR responses are generated. The typical inducing energies and saturated spin densities for low level excitation (~1-10 mW/cm²) are listed for several amorphous semiconductors in Table 2. Typical optically-induced ESR spectra observed in Se, As₂Se₃ and As₂S₃ are shown in Fig. 7. Two ESR sites contribute to the spectra in As₂Se₃ and As₂S₃ and one site in the case of Se. These ESR responses can be bleached by light of less than band gap energies (Eg/2 < hv < Eg).

The spin-Hamiltonian which describes the spectra of Fig. 7 contains the electronic Zeeman and hyperfine terms (Eqs. 1 and 3). By analyses of these spectra it has been determined that the unpaired spin in Se is due to a hole localized predominantly in a p-orbital on a single Se atom. In As₂Se₃ and As₂S₃ the spectra are the superposition of two ESR responses of roughly equal spin densities. The two responses are due to the hole localized on the chalcogen atom (nonbonding or dangling bond p-orbital) and an unpaired electron localized on at most several As atoms as described in the next section.

The optically induced ESR centers are metastable up to temperatures of ~50K above which they decay. No contribution is observed above ~200K. This behavior has been attributed to a broad distribution of thermal release energies in these glasses.
evidence that doping with either P or B introduces additional localized states near the band edges, particularly near the valence-band edge.\textsuperscript{73,79,80}

In addition to a-Si:H and doped a-Si:H, a myriad of other alloy systems based upon a-Si:H have recently been investigated. These systems include alloys of silicon (and usually hydrogen) with carbon, nitrogen, germanium, arsenic, aluminum, gold, boron or oxygen. In some studies the hydrogen has been either partially or totally replaced by flourine. With the exception of some a-Si\textsubscript{x}C\textsubscript{1-x}:H alloys most of these materials possess large ESR spin densities ($n_s \gtrsim 10^{17}$ spins/cm$^3$).

D. Optically-Induced ESR

Even in amorphous semiconductors which are normally diamagnetic, such as the chalcogenide glasses, an ESR signal can usually be induced optically. At low enough temperatures this optically-induced ESR is metastable. Although the details of the ESR responses depend on the material, the common interpretation for nearly all of the observed optically-induced signals is in terms of a highly-localized "dangling bond" on one of the major constituent atoms. The most important exception to this general statement is a signal observed in the elemental pnictide amorphous semiconductors As and P which is attributed to a spin localized on two equivalent group V atoms.

There are often parallels between the behavior observed for the optically-induced ESR in amorphous semiconductors and the behavior of other experimental observations. For example, there is usually an absorption below the optical band edge which accompanies any optically-induced increase in the ESR. Sometimes there is a decrease in a characteristic, existing photoluminescence (PL) band or the appearance of a new PL band after optical excitation. In most amorphous semiconductors many transport properties are also changed after optical excitation.
conductivity at a finite temperature) can be altered in a-Si:H alloys by doping. The doping process is similar to that which occurs in crystalline semiconductors except that the efficiency of the process is \(10^{-2}\) to \(10^{-3}\) instead of unity.

Additional ESR resonances are observed in doped samples of a-Si:H. Figure 6 shows the spectra which are observed in both boron (p-type) and phosphorous (n-type) doped samples. In crystalline semiconductors at low temperatures ESR responses such as those in Fig. 6 would be attributed to electrons or holes on un-ionized donors or acceptors. In a-Si:H these signals are thought to arise from an entirely different electronic state. The most common interpretation\(^2\) is that these resonances are due to electrons or holes trapped in the localized electronic states which occur near the band edges in amorphous solids (the so-called "band-tail" states). It has also been suggested that these resonances might arise from charged states of two-fold coordinated silicon defects.\(^6\) Regardless of the explanation, the general reason for not observing ESR from un-ionized B or P impurities is that the electrons and holes are trapped by lower-lying states.

As shown in Fig. 6 the ESR line in heavily P-doped a-Si:H is narrow and centered at \(g = 2.004\), and the line in heavily B-doped material is broader and centered at \(g = 2.013\).\(^{69-75}\) In both samples the spin densities are greater than \(\sim 10^{17}\) spins/cm\(^3\). Upon close examination Fig. 6 illustrates the fact that it is difficult to resolve the dangling bond resonance at \(g = 2.0055\) from the resonances associated with P- and B-doping.

Studies of the temperature dependences of the resonances associated with P- and B-doping have provided important information concerning the conduction processes for electrons and holes trapped in localized states near the band edges.\(^76\) Other studies of these resonance have provided the basis for a determination of the densities of band-tail states\(^77,78\) in a-Si:H. There is
is temperature dependent. The first contribution is usually attributed to exchange effects between spins\textsuperscript{52} and the second to site-to-site hopping of the spins themselves.\textsuperscript{51,53-56} The hopping term can be correlated in some cases with electrical conductivity measurements.\textsuperscript{47,51,57,58}

As substantial amounts of impurities are added to a-Si or as a-Si is alloyed with other elements, changes sometimes occur in the ESR responses. The incorporation of oxygen reduces the spin density to levels in the order of \(n_s \sim 10^{19}\) spins/cm\(^3\).\textsuperscript{59} Manganese impurities also reduce \(n_s\) to levels on the order of \(\sim 10^{17}\) spins/cm\(^3\) presumably because the Mn\textsuperscript{2+} paramagnetic ions have donated electrons to the Si dangling bonds.\textsuperscript{60} By far the most dramatic effect occurs on the incorporation of substantial (1-30 at. \%) amounts of hydrogen where \(n_s\) can be as low as \(\sim 10^{15}\) spins/cm\(^3\) under optimal conditions. Such materials are really silicon-hydrogen alloys and usually denoted as a-Si:H.

In a-Si:H the ESR lineshape (\(\sigma \sim 7.5\) G) and g-value (\(g = 2.0055\)) are essentially the same as those observed in a-Si for \(n_s < 10^{19}\) spins/cm\(^3\). In fact, by varying the hydrogen content either through varying the deposition conditions\textsuperscript{61,62} or through annealing at elevated temperatures\textsuperscript{61,63} one can vary the ESR spin density by several orders of magnitude and yet the lineshape and g-value remain remarkably unchanged. One might a priori expect that the introduction of \(\sim 10\) at. \% hydrogen would tend to broaden the observed ESR line through the hyperfine interaction between H and the unpaired spins (Eq. (3)). The fact that this broadening does not occur implies that the unpaired spins are indeed highly localized on Si atoms.\textsuperscript{64} Similar results are observed in the a-Si:F system.\textsuperscript{65}

In the a-Si:H alloy system the drastic reduction of the ESR signal implies that most of these states near the middle of the energy gap are removed. This drastic reduction in deep gap states means that the Fermi level (and hence the
silicon "dangling bond." This identification rests in part on an analogy with a similar signal seen on clean 111 surfaces of crystalline Si, with similar sites in the bulk of single crystal silicon, and with similar sites on Si-SiO interfaces. While there remain some minor unexplained complications, there is strong evidence for the identification of the ESR response which occurs in a-Si and also in a-Si with hydrogen, as an electron trapped in a dangling bond orbital of a three-fold-coordinated silicon atom.

Amorphous Si is known to be an inhomogeneous and anisotropic material with internal voids whose sizes and shapes vary depending on the method of preparation. It has often been suggested that the spins in a-Si reside on the internal surfaces of these voids although this is not a universally accepted interpretation. Because the spin density depends in a complicated fashion on the exact conditions for preparation, it is difficult to find a general description for the microscopic morphology in the region of the dangling bonds. Most likely there are several ways of incorporating this defect.

At lower spin densities (< 10¹⁹ spins/cm³) the ESR lineshape is essentially temperature independent but does depend on the spin density. Three possible contributions to this linewidth are anisotropies in the g-tensor, variations in the g-values at different paramagnetic sites and the dipolar interaction between spins (see Eq. (6) below). It has proved difficult to separate these three contributions unambiguously, but the bulk of the evidence suggests that at least at the lowest spin densities (nₛ ~ 10¹⁸ spins/cm³) the first two mechanisms dominate. Any broadening due to the g-tensor should scale linearly with the frequency at which the measurement is made, and this dependence has been observed in some cases.

At spin densities greater than 10¹⁹ spins/cm³ in a-Si there is a narrowing of the temperature-independent ESR linewidth and an additional component which
decays rapidly above ~ 90 K, is presumably due to the trapping of a hole at NO$_2$ radicals after x-irradiation. The NO$_2$ radicals thus serve as (presumably shallow) hole traps in a-Si:H.

Shimizu et al.\textsuperscript{41} have investigated the influence of transition metal ions on the ESR in a-Si:H films. In these studies ESR responses from Fe, Mn and Ni were observed. Only a small fraction of the total transition metal impurities is observed to contribute to the ESR. The explanation of this result is unclear.

C. ESR in Tetrahedral Amorphous Semiconductors

The tetrahedral amorphous semiconductors which have been studied in the most detail are those based upon amorphous silicon (a-Si) or its alloys (a-Si:H, a-Si$_x$Ge$_{1-x}$:H, a-Si$_x$C$_{1-x}$:H and so forth). In addition, there have been some investigations of amorphous germanium (a-Ge) and glassy CdGeAs$_2$.

In the case of a-Si there is always a strong ESR response which corresponds to $> 10^{19}$ spins/cm$^3$ regardless of the method of preparation. This ESR response which was first observed by Brodsky and Title,\textsuperscript{42} is a narrow essentially symmetric line centered near $g = 2.0055$. At the lowest spin densities ($< 10^{18}$ spins/cm$^3$) the lineshape becomes asymmetric.\textsuperscript{43}

Because a-Si can only be made in thin-film form, early experiments were designed to establish that the ESR signal was predominantly a bulk effect.\textsuperscript{42,44} Early experiments on samples evaporated under ultra-high-vacuum conditions also established that the characteristic ESR signal was not due to impurities.\textsuperscript{45} These two facts imply that the ESR signal is due to an "intrinsic" property of a-Si.

Although there is little detail in the ESR spectrum with which to make an unambiguous identification of the microscopic origin of the signal, a qualitative picture has emerged. This picture, which is essentially that suggested by Brodsky and Title in their original paper,\textsuperscript{42} is that the signal arises from a
dangling bonds. This increase depends on the initial ESR spin density and is less important in those films with the lowest initial spin densities. Street and Knights interpret these increases as due to the diffusion of oxygen into internal surfaces with the consequent changes in local bonding arrangements producing an increase in the number of Si dangling bonds on these internal surfaces.

In more recent studies, Pontuschka et al. have reported ESR from several impurity species in a-Si:H films. In films intentionally doped with ~2 at. % O and ~0.1 at. % N these authors observe the ESR responses shown in Fig. 5 after x-irradiation at 77 K. The sharp doublet lines separated by ~500 G are due to atomic hydrogen which is trapped in oxygen-rich cages. This resonance is not observed in undoped films. The signal decays above ~300 K as the atomic hydrogen begins to move and combines with other atomic hydrogen to form molecular hydrogen. The molecular hydrogen presumably diffuses out of the films.

In addition to atomic hydrogen there are ESR responses near g = 2.0 in Fig. 5 due to silicon-oxygen hole centers (holes trapped on singly-coordinated oxygen atoms, broad line), silicon dangling bonds and silicon E' centers (electrons trapped on sp³-hybridized silicon orbitals at sites where the silicon atoms are bonded to three oxygen atoms, narrow line).

Tight-binding calculations suggest that isolated Si-O configurations in a-Si:H do not give states in the gap. These results imply that the oxygen is clustered in these films to produce SiOₓ-rich regions, and the most likely places for these SiOₓ-rich regions are on the internal surfaces of voids.

In some "undoped" films which were x-irradiated at 77 K, Pontuschka et al. also observed an ESR spectrum which they attributed to trapped NO₂ molecules, but these authors were unable to reproduce this spectrum in a fashion which could be correlated with sample preparation conditions. This ESR signal, which
Features are again observed at \( g = 4.2 \) and \( g = 2.0 \) with the feature at 4.2 showing a resolved hyperfine structure and the one at 2.0 being motionally narrowed with no resolved structure. The 4.2 feature is probably characteristic of \( \text{Mn}^{2+} \) in the chalcogenide glasses but the feature at 2.0 has been attributed to polycrystalline \( \text{MnO} \) precipitates in the glassy matrix.\(^{36}\)

The ESR studies of transition metal impurities in the chalcogenide glasses have not yielded the rich structural information often obtained from other ESR studies. There are several reasons for this lack of success. First, the strong fine structure interaction (Eq. 4) in these paramagnetic species broadens the ESR lineshapes such that comparisons with models are difficult to make.\(^{34}\) Second, substantial statistical distributions of the spin-Hamiltonian parameters occur such that it is difficult to find unique parameters to fit a given ESR spectrum. In addition, the ESR spectra are often essentially independent of the host glass which means that little structural information specific to a given glass can be obtained. As a result of these difficulties studies of transition metal impurities in chalcogenide glasses have not been as successful as ESR probes of other paramagnetic species in these glasses.

2. Tetrahedral Amorphous Semiconductors

In a-Si the earliest detailed ESR experiments on the influence of impurity species were performed by Mille\(\) and Haneman.\(^{37}\) These authors studied \( \text{O}_2 \) diffusion into a-Si films and discovered that the \( \text{O}_2 \) greatly increases the spin-lattice relaxation rates (see Section III.D) for the characteristic ESR response with \( g = 2.0055 \). These results are interpreted as suggesting that the spins contributing to this ESR response are located primarily on the internal surfaces of voids which are accessible to oxygen diffusion.

In hydrogenated amorphous silicon, on the other hand, Street and Knights\(^{38}\) find that exposure to air increases the ESR spin density associated with silicon
mentioned previously, most of the iron in nominally pure As$_2$S$_3$ or As$_2$Se$_3$ is in the 2+ valence state. As one adds most metallic impurities to these glasses, some Fe$^{2+}$ is converted to Fe$^{3+}$ when the metallic doping levels exceed the intrinsic concentration of iron impurities. This situation is shown for As$_2$Se$_3$ in Fig. 4. At high doping levels (~ 0.1 - 1.0 at.%) the Fe$^{3+}$ ESR response is increased by over an order of magnitude from that observed in the undoped glass. This trend is the opposite of that observed$^1$ by susceptibility measurements in As$_2$S$_3$, a discrepancy which is not understood.

Copper, which is also a pervasive and inadvertent impurity in many chalcogenide glasses, can also exist in paramagnetic form. In the case of Cu in As$_2$Se$_3$ where the bonding is known form XAFS to be tetrahedral,$^{32}$ the predominant valence state is probably diamagnetic Cu$^{1+}$ independent of the copper concentration. A small fraction of the copper ($10^{16}$-$10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$) can exist as Cu$^{2+}$ in octahedral coordination when materials are made under nonequilibrium conditions (films evaporated onto 300K substrates or boules rapidly quenched from the melt) as indicated in Fig. 3. X-irradiation also produces similar concentrations of Cu$^{2+}$ when substantial copper is present ($\geq$ 0.1 at.% Cu).$^{30}$ The octahedral Cu$^{2+}$ in As$_2$Se$_3$ definitely does not represent the equilibrium situation because the ESR signal is greatly reduced after annealing at 180°C for one hour. There may also be some evidence for the existence of tetrahedral Cu$^{2+}$ in As$_2$Se$_3$ films evaporated onto 300K substrates.$^{30}$ Unlike Fe$^{3+}$, the magnitude of the Cu$^{2+}$ signal does not appear to depend on doping with other impurities but only on the nature of the non-equilibrium preparation conditions.$^{30,33}$

A third transition metal impurity which has been studied extensively in the chalcogenide glasses is manganese.$^{34}$ Like the Cu$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ cases, the Mn$^{2+}$ spectrum is essentially independent of the host chalcogenide glass.$^{35,36}$
the chalcogenides and pnictides, however, most of the optically-induced signals are transient and disappear after the removal of the exciting light. In undoped samples the transient optically-induced ESR signals arise from localized electronic sites near the conduction \((g = 2.004)\) and valence \((g = 2.013)\) band

edges.\(^9\)\(^9\),\(^10\) The top trace in Fig. 16 shows a typical spectrum for undoped a-Si:H.

The middle trace in Fig. 16 shows the spectrum observed during optical excitation in heavily p-type (B-doped) samples. In these films the hole valence-band-tail resonance \((g = 2.013)\) and the resonance attributed in section III.C to silicon dangling bands \((g = 2.0055)\) are observed. In heavily n-type (P-doped) a-Si:H only the dangling bond resonance is observed on optical excitation (bottom trace in Fig. 16). It is clear from Fig. 16 that the overlap between these various resonances as well as their featureless nature makes it difficult to make an unambiguous identification of the specific ESR responses; nonetheless, the interpretation presented is the most commonly accepted.\(^10\) In all studies the silicon dangling-bond resonance is observed to increase with either P- or B-doping. The resonance due to holes trapped in the valence band tails occurs only in undoped or B-doped films while that due to the electrons trapped in conduction band tails is only observable in undoped films. There is a broad distribution of decay times for these resonances ranging from 0.1 to greater than \(10^3\) sec.\(^10\) The intensities in Fig. 16 are, of course, not an absolute indication of the spin densities because the observed amplitudes are dynamical balances between excitation and decay processes.

The dependence of the transient light-induced ESR intensity on the intensity of the exciting light is less than linear over many orders of magnitude.\(^102\),\(^103\) The explanation for this dependence is still controversial. It was originally suggested that the effect resulted from optical saturation of the longer-
lived geminate pairs of trapped electrons and holes, but recently it has also been suggested that distant pairs of trapped electrons and holes may be responsible.

Two model explanations for the transient light-induced effects have been suggested. The most commonly accepted model is that the electron and hole resonances at $g = 2.004$ and $g = 2.013$ are due to electrons or holes trapped at strained bands in the conduction or valence-band tails, respectively. The observation of the various ESR lines then depends on the position of the Fermi level with respect to these bands. The second model suggests that these two resonances are due to negatively or positively charged states of two-coordinated silicon atoms which form a positive U system where the ground states are charged.

In addition to the transient, optically-induced ESR in a-Si:H there is also a metastable component, a part of which exists for long times only below $\sim 80K$ and a part of which is stable at temperatures up to $\sim 400K$. Similar effects have also been observed following x-irradiation. Recently several experiments have probed the kinetics of this metastable optically-induced ESR, but the results are still somewhat controversial. One point is clear, however. At high enough intensity of the exciting light large numbers ($\sim 10^{18}-10^{19}$ spins/cm$^3$) of paramagnetic states can be created, which are presumably due to the optically-induced creation of dangling bonds just as occurs at high powers in the chalcogenide glasses (at lower temperatures).

E. Spin-Lattice Relaxation

Spin-lattice relaxation in electron spin resonance is the process by which the ensemble of paramagnetic spins transfers energy to the lattice after microwave excitation in a magnetic field. The relaxation process is often
exponential and hence can be characterized by a rate $T_1^{-1}$ where $T_1$ is the spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation time. Measurements of $T_1$ as functions of temperature, magnetic field, and spin density often provide important insights into the mechanisms that govern the coupling of paramagnetic spins to the amorphous network.

Little detailed information has been published concerning spin-lattice relaxation rates of the ESR in the chalcogenide and pnictide amorphous semiconductors. In As$_2$Se$_3$ both the Se- and As-related centers relax on times on the order of $T_1 \sim 0.1$ msec at ~4K. In amorphous As the times at this temperature are approximately a factor of three faster, while in amorphous phosphorus they are at least a factor of five slower. With the possible exception of amorphous P, these values of $T_1$ are at least an order of magnitude faster than values commonly encountered in crystalline materials at the same spin densities. The origin of the increased relaxation rates is probably the presence of anomalous low-frequency tunneling or "disorder" modes in the glasses. The effect of such modes on the NMR spin-lattice relaxation rates will be discussed in section IV.B.

In the tetrahedral amorphous semiconductors, more extensive measurements of $T_1$ have been performed, particularly on films of a-Si and a-Si:H. In a-Si the spin densities are always $> 10^{18}$ spins/cm$^3$ and the relaxation is often controlled at high temperatures ($> 150$K) by the hopping of electrons.\textsuperscript{56,109,110} At lower temperatures ($T < 100$K) $T_1$ is proportional to the temperature and the relaxation is dominated by phonons (so-called direct processes).\textsuperscript{56,109} In some films of a-Si and in most films of a-Si:H the dominant relaxation process at high temperatures ($T > 100$K) is thought to be due to tunneling or disorder modes.\textsuperscript{111}
IV. NMR AND NQR

In the chalcogenide and pnictide amorphous semiconductors nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and nuclear quadruple resonance (NQR) have been used effectively to probe the local bonding arrangements of major constituent atoms. In addition, studies of the changes in local structural order after the application of light in chalcogenide films have provided useful information concerning photostructural processes in these films. Measurements of nuclear spin-lattice relaxation have provided evidence for the existence of highly anharmonic tunneling modes in the chalcogenide and pnictide amorphous semiconductors.

The NMR measurements on the tetrahedral amorphous semiconductors have also yielded useful information concerning local structural order primarily for the hydrogen atoms in a-Si:H. For example, these measurements have provided detailed local information concerning the inhomogeneities present in a-Si:H films. In addition, some defects such as trapped \( H_2 \) molecules have been inferred from NMR measurements in a-Si:H.

The important terms in the Hamiltonian which describes most NMR and NQR applications are the nuclear Zeeman, the dipolar, the chemical shift or Knight shift, and the quadrupolar interactions. The nuclear Zeeman interaction can be written in the form

\[
H_{nz} = -\gamma\mathbf{H}\cdot\mathbf{H}
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio.

The dipolar interaction between nuclear spins is of the form

\[
H_d = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j,k} \frac{u_j^\dagger u_k}{r_{jk}^3} - \frac{3(u_j^\dagger r_{jk})(u_k^\dagger r_{jk})}{r_{jk}^5}
\]
where the primes denote \( j \neq k \), \( r_{jk} \) is the radius vector from \( \mathbf{u}_j \) to \( \mathbf{u}_k \), and the magnetic moments \( \mathbf{u}_j \), \( \mathbf{u}_k \) are given by \( \mathbf{u}_j,k = \gamma_j \mathbf{I}_j \mathbf{u}_k \).

The dipolar Hamiltonian of Eq. (6) is usually too complicated to evaluate exactly, so one must often resort to approximate methods of evaluation. One approach often used is to abandon any attempt to calculate the lineshape and merely calculate the second moment \( M_2 \) which is given by

\[
M_2 = \frac{3}{5} \gamma \hbar^2 \mathbf{I} (I + 1) \frac{1}{r_{ij}}
\]

where \( r_{ij} \) is the distance between nuclei \( i \) and \( j \). For concentrated spins \((> 5-10 \text{ at.} \%\)) the dipolar lineshape is expected to be Gaussian and the full width at half maximum is given by

\[
\sigma_{\text{FWHM}} = 4\sqrt{\ln 2} M_2^{1/2}.
\]

For dilute systems a Lorentzian lineshape is expected and

\[
\sigma_{\text{FWHM}} = \frac{4\sqrt{2}}{3\sqrt{3}} \gamma \hbar n
\]

where \( n \) is the density of nuclear spins.

The chemical shift interaction results when the electronic Zeeman contribution polarizes the electronic spins, which in turn interact via their orbital and spin components with the nuclear spins. Both diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions to the local magnetic field as seen by the nucleus, can be generated in this fashion. This interaction is, in general, very complicated because it involves many of the electrons in the solid. In practice one usually writes the chemical shift Hamiltonian in parameterized form as

\[
H_c = \gamma \mathbf{I}_j \cdot \mathbf{H}
\]
where $\sigma$ is the chemical shift tensor which depends on the local order in the solid. Structural information can be obtained from $\sigma$ either by comparison with situations of known bonding or by analyzing trends.

A quadrupolar contribution to the Hamiltonian can exist whenever the nucleus has spin $I$ greater than $1/2$ (non-spherical nucleus). For nuclei with $I > 1/2$ this term is often the second most important one next to the nuclear Zeeman term. In some cases the quadrupolar term dominates over all terms and no externally-applied magnetic field is required to perform the resonance experiments. This situation is called nuclear quadrupole resonance or NQR.

When the nucleus is not spherical, the electric quadrupole moment of the nucleus is coupled to the gradient of the electric field at the nuclear site. This electric field gradient is due predominantly to the bonding electrons. The quadrupolar Hamiltonian is usually written in parameterized form as

$$H_Q = \hat{I} \cdot Q' \cdot \hat{I}$$

where the quadrupolar tensor $Q'$ can be expressed in terms of only two independent parameters $eq$ and $\rho$. The parameter $eq$ is the largest diagonal component of the electric field gradient tensor at the nuclear site. The parameter $\rho$ is a measure of the asymmetry of this tensor (departure from axial symmetry) and runs from 0 to 1.

Just as in the case of ESR described in Section III, the NMR of polycrystalline or amorphous samples consists of sums over sites whose principal axes are randomly oriented with respect to the applied field. In amorphous solids these powder patterns may also be modified by distortions which vary from site to site.
A. Local Bonding Probes

Historically, perhaps the most important contribution of NMR or NQR to solids has been in determining details of the local structural order. For this purpose the chemical shift interaction can be used to understand trends in bonding. Of greater utility, when it exists, is the quadrupolar interaction from which one can often develop detailed models of the wave functions of the bonding electrons. Sometimes the dipolar interaction is useful in distinguishing between different local environments for nuclei in solids.

1. Chalcogenide Glasses

For technical reasons NMR in the chalcogenide glasses is particularly difficult to observe. In the case of selenium this difficulty results from the particularly low isotopic abundance of $^{77}\text{Se}$, the major isotope with a non-zero nuclear spin.

The $^{77}\text{Se}$ NMR spectra observed in various forms of Se are shown in Fig. 17. All traces represent the derivative of the absorption spectrum. The vertical line on the left represents the position of the $^{77}\text{Se}$ NMR in a 10 molar solution of $\text{H}_2\text{SeO}_3$ in water which serves as an arbitrary standard. Chemical shifts of the $^{77}\text{Se}$ NMR in the various forms of Se can be measured with respect to this standard. The relative intensities of the spectra in Fig. 17 have been adjusted arbitrarily but their positions on the field scale are as shown.

A representative single crystal Se spectrum is also shown in Fig. 17 with the c-axis perpendicular to the direction of the applied magnetic field, and a strong angular dependence of the resonance position was observed as the crystal was rotated about the c-axis. This angular dependence is characteristic of an anisotropic chemical shift tensor which is expected for the case of strongly directed covalent bonds (Eq. (10)). In the powdered crystalline trace the intensity is averaged over all orientations of the chemical shift tensor.
relative to the magnetic field as in the case of a glass, and this is the appropriate spectrum for comparison with that of glassy Se.

The spectrum observed in solid glassy Se shown at the top of Fig. 17 has a width of 3.3 G and an isotropic component of the diamagnetic chemical shift of 0.064 percent relative to the 10 kG \( H_2SeO_3 \) standard. The position of the zero-crossing of the derivative curve is used to define the isotropic chemical shift. Because of the low isotropic abundance of \( ^{77}Se \), the dipolar contributions to the line width are negligible.

The structure of glassy Se is usually assumed to be a mixture of the helical chains of trigonal Se and the 8-membered ring molecules of \( \alpha \)-monoclinic Se. However, since the bonding configuration in the rings and chains differs only in the second nearest neighbor, the NMR spectra of these two modifications should be quite similar. On this basis one might have expected greater similarity in the NMR spectra of powdered trigonal Se and glassy Se since in both cases all orientations of the chemical shift tensor relative to the magnetic field are present. However, the statistical variations in bond length and angle characteristic of vitreous materials accounts for the observed differences.

In solid glassy \( As_2Se_3 \), a symmetric \( ^{77}Se \) NMR spectrum is observed with a width of 6.2 G and diamagnetic isotropic chemical shift of 0.111 percent with respect to the \( H_2SeO_3 \) spectrum. The substantial difference between the isotropic chemical shifts of the \( ^{77}Se \) NMR in glassy Se and \( As_2Se_3 \) makes it possible, in principle, to distinguish between Se-Se and As-Se bonds in mixed chalcogenide glass systems containing Se and As.

In molten Se the width of the \( ^{77}Se \) NMR spectrum (see Fig. 17) is reduced to the limit of the magnetic field inhomogeneity (~ 0.1 G), and the measured isotropic diamagnetic chemical shift of 0.042\% roughly 40\% less than that of solid glassy Se. The observation of this narrowed resonance in molten Se means
that the spectral broadening caused by the site-to-site variation in the chemical shift interaction in solid glassy Se has been averaged essentially to zero by the atomic motion or reorientation in the melt. This phenomenon, called motional narrowing, occurs when the correlation time for the bonds involving the resonant nuclei, becomes as short as the reciprocal of the rigid lattice linewidth expressed as a frequency. The occurrence of the motional narrowing implies that the covalent intrachain bonds of the liquid Se are being disrupted at 220°C in liquid Se.

The motional narrowing of the $^{77}$Se NMR in liquid Se is in striking contrast to the Ti$^{205}$ NMR results in thallium-containing layer-structure glasses where no changes are observed\textsuperscript{115} in either the chemical shift or the linewidth for temperatures in the molten phase well above $T_g$. Furthermore, no motionally narrowed $^{77}$Se NMR is observed in molten layer-structure $\text{As}_2\text{Se}_3$ at temperatures ranging up to 400°C where its viscosity is equivalent to that of Se at 220°C. In these layer-structure materials motional narrowing does not occur. Hence the temperature dependence of the NMR spectra in solid and liquid chalcogenide glasses provides evidence that faster atomic reorientation rates occurs in molten chain-structure glasses than in molten layer-structure glasses at equivalent viscosity.

In addition to $^{77}$Se NMR, several other nuclei in the chalcogenide glasses have been investigated. The thallium NMR ($^{203}\text{Tl}$ and $^{205}\text{Tl}$) in $\text{Tl-As-Se}$ glasses serves as an illustrative example.\textsuperscript{115} When the chemical shift of Tl is investigated in the system ($\text{Tl}_2\text{Se}$)$_x$(As$_2$Se$_3$)$_{1-x}$, there is a sharp change in this shift near $x = 0.3$ as shown in Fig. 18. One will note from this figure that relatively large paramagnetic, isotropic chemical shifts are observed for high thallium content ($x > 0.3$) which indicate that the thallium bonding configuration in these glasses is very covalent. At lower thallium content there is
a sharp transition to a less covalent bonding configuration. Although the
evidence is not conclusive, it has been suggested\textsuperscript{115} that these chemical shift
results indicate that the thallium atoms enter the glass as $\text{Tl}^{1+}$ ions for low
thallium content but assure the $\text{Tl}^{3+}$ valence state at high Tl content ($x > 0.3$).

In the arsenic chalcogenide glasses the $^{75}\text{As}$ NMR can be studied by NQR
techniques. In $\text{As}_2\text{S}_3$ and $\text{As}_2\text{Se}_3$ glass the NQR line is very broad (~ 4-10 MHz) in
comparison to the lines in the crystalline forms (< 50 kHz).\textsuperscript{116} The spectrum\textsuperscript{117}
for glassy $\text{As}_2\text{Se}_3$ is shown in Fig. 19. It has been pointed out\textsuperscript{115} that although
the line is very broad, the quadrupolar interaction (Eq. (11)) is so sensitive
to small changes in local bonding configurations that the As sites are still
very well defined in these glasses. Crude estimates of the distortions from
the average of the pyramidal apex bonding angles for the As sites range from
$\sim 1^\circ$ to $\sim 5^\circ$ in $\text{As}_2\text{S}_3$ and $\text{As}_2\text{Se}_3$ glasses. It is clear from Fig. 19 that the
As pyramids in glassy $\text{As}_2\text{Se}_3$ are very similar to those which exist in layered,
crystalline $\text{As}_2\text{Se}_3$ and very different from the As sites in crystalline $\text{As}_4\text{Se}_4$
which has a molecular structure.

One can thus infer real similarities in the local As bonding between glassy
and crystalline $\text{As}_2\text{S}_3$ and $\text{As}_2\text{Se}_3$ from the observed NQR. In particular\textsuperscript{116,117}
the ring structure in crystalline $\text{As}_2\text{S}_3$ ($\text{As}_2\text{Se}_3$) is by and large preserved in
the glassy phase.

From the $^{75}\text{As}$ NQR measurements one cannot determine both the quadrupolar
coupling constant $e^2\text{Q}/\hbar$ (where $\text{Q}$ is the quadrupole moment of the As nucleus)
and the asymmetry parameter $\eta$ independently. However, experiments in the
presence of a magnetic field (Zeeman perturbation where $H_Q \gg H_{\text{Nz}}$ in eqs. (5)
and (11)) do provide an independent measure of $\eta$\textsuperscript{118,119} These measurements
indicate that there are at least two predominant values for $\eta$ in glassy $\text{As}_2\text{S}_3$
and $\text{As}_2\text{Se}_3$ ranging from $\eta = 0$ to $\eta = 0.4$. The exact shape of the distribution
of values of $n$ in As$_2$S$_3$ and As$_2$Se$_3$ is still a controversial point.

The parallels between crystalline and glassy forms of $A_2B_3$ chalcogenides also extend to As$_2$O$_3$ as shown in Fig. 20. The $^{75}$As NQR spectrum in glassy As$_2$O$_3$ is centered about the position of the NQR in the layered, claudetite form of As$_2$O$_3$ and not about the molecular, arsenolite crystalline modification. Once again the existence of the ring structure on glassy As$_2$O$_3$ can be inferred from the NQR results.

One additional use of $^{75}$As NQR to determine local structural order in chalcogenide glasses must be mentioned. In fast evaporated films of As$_2$S$_3$ and As$_2$Se$_3$ the NQR spectra are very different from those observed in the bulk glasses. In these films there is substantial NQR intensity in the regions where $A_4S_4$ and $As_4Se_4$ lines occur in the crystalline forms (see Fig. 19). Upon application of light at band gap energies these $A_4S_4$ or $As_4Se_4$ sites in the glassy films can be irreversibly photopolymerized into sites resembling those in the bulk, annealed glass. One can then use $^{75}$As NQR to monitor these photostructural changes in the chalcogenide glasses. In well-annealed, bulk glasses there is no dramatic photostructural effect as indicated for As$_2$Se$_3$ by the data before and after optical excitation in Fig. 19.

2. Pnictide Amorphous Semiconductors

An $^{75}$As NQR lineshape has also been observed in amorphous As. (See Fig. 21a.) This figure also indicates schematically the lineshape observed in orthorhombic arsenic (or-As) at 4.2K. In the common form of semimetallic arsenic, which is rhombohedral (rh-arsenic), the NQR frequency falls outside the range of Fig. 21a. The lineshape of a-As was also evaluated at 77K, and there was no discernible difference in shape at the two different temperatures. The a-As lineshape differs from those observed for $^{75}$As in glassy As$_2$Se$_3$ and As$_2$S$_3$ in two respects. First, the a-As lineshape is asymmetric
(skewed to lower frequencies) while the lineshapes in As$_2$S$_3$ and As$_2$Se$_3$ are symmetric within experimental error.$^{117}$ Second, the NQR absorption in a-As occurs at frequencies which are well removed from those of either crystalline modification while the lineshapes in glassy As$_2$S$_3$ and As$_2$Se$_3$ are centered about the median of the NQR responses observed in the corresponding, crystalline, layered compounds.

The broad asymmetric lineshapes shown in Fig. 21a for a-As can be explained in terms of orientational distributions of bonding electrons on nearest neighbor atoms. Because a-As is an elemental material and all sites are chemically equivalent, there is to first order no charge transfer from one atom to another. Therefore the total charge on any atom must be essentially zero. However, there will be a charge distribution on nearest neighbor atoms which will create an additional electric field gradient (EFG) at the site of the central atom. A calculation has been performed$^{121}$ to estimate the magnitude of this effect and the results are shown in Fig. 21b. The contribution to the EFG from nearest-neighbor atoms in a-As was obtained by varying the dihedral angle between nearest-neighbor arsenic atoms according to the distribution functions suggested in various continuous random network models.$^{123}$ The dihedral angle distribution used in Fig. 21b is shown in the inset. The degree of asymmetry of the calculated NQR lineshape depends upon the asymmetry of the dihedral angle distribution.

It can be seen that this very simple model for the effects of outside atoms on the EFG explains the observed asymmetry of the NQR lineshape. The magnitude of the observed linewidth, however, it not well reproduced, and more sophisticated model calculations are needed.

The phosphorus nucleus does not have a quadrupole moment so one cannot obtain the same detailed information concerning bonding as was deduced for
amorphous As. Nonetheless, measurements of the chemical shift analogous to those described above for thallium indicate that the short range order of amorphous P is similar to that which exists in black phosphorus$^{124}$ and very different from the local atomic arrangement in white P.

3. Tetrahedral Amorphous Semiconductors

Most of the NMR measurements in the tetrahedral amorphous solids involve investigations of hydrogen in a-Si:H and related alloys. In the first reported measurements, Reimer et al.$^{125}$ concluded from the dipolar lineshapes and line-widths that the hydrogen atoms in a-Si:H are spatially distributed in an inhomogeneous fashion. This basic conclusion, that there are at least two different spatially separated environments for the bonded hydrogen in a-Si:H, has since been confirmed by others.$^{126,127}$ The evidence comes primarily from the $^1$H NMR free induction decay lineshapes, a typical example of which is shown in Fig. 22. The decay of the magnetization in time contains two components which by Fourier transformation become two separate lineshapes in frequency space (inset to Fig. 22).

In Fig. 22 the initial rapid decay transforms into a broad Gaussian lineshape in frequency and the exponential time decay into a narrower Lorentzian lineshape. The widths of these two lines are governed by the dipolar term in the Hamiltonian (Eq. (6)). Several experiments have confirmed that the hydrogen atoms comprising these two lines are in general spatially separated from one another.$^{112,125}$ Essentially all films of a-Si:H exhibit these two distinct $^1$H NMR lines. The two lines have even been observed in microcrystalline films.$^{128}$ This latter fact demonstrates that the microstructure which gives rise to the two sites can exist in both crystalline and amorphous films.

The cause of these separate and ubiquitous $^1$H NMR lines is not extremely clear, but there are several facts upon which there is general agreement. First,
most estimates place the average separation of the two types of sites at \( > 5 \) \( \AA \) although the exact value is difficult to determine\(^{129}\). Second, it is generally accepted that the narrow Lorentzian line is due to dilute hydrogen atoms either randomly situated\(^{127,129}\) or slightly clustered\(^{112}\) at monohydride bonding sites (tetrahedrally coordinated Si atoms which are bonded to only a single H atom and sometimes denoted as SiH sites). The narrow line constitutes about 3 at.% of the film in most cases and is rarely greater than 10 at.%\(^{125,127}\).

A third important fact concerning these two lines is that their relative proportions may vary, the intensity of the broad line generally increasing with hydrogen content. The linewidths of the lines corresponding to each site are constant within factors of approximately two. These facts suggest that the degree of clustering is essentially independent of the hydrogen content and the preparation conditions.

The interpretation of the broad line is more ambiguous. This line occurs in films in which infrared absorption measurements confirm that dihydride (SiH\(_2\)) and trihydride (SiH\(_3\)) bonding sites exist as well as in films in which only monohydride (SiH) sites are present. Evidently many kinds of clustered environments can contribute to the broad line. A common interpretation of this line, based on second moment calculations (see Eq. (7)), is that it is due to hydrogen atoms bonded on the internal surfaces of small voids\(^{112,129,130}\).

Deuterium has been substituted for hydrogen in one or two films, and the quadrupole moment of the deuterium provides an additional probe of the local bonding arrangements\(^{131}\). A quadrupolar broadened line (Pake doublet) is observed whose width agrees with the observed vibrational frequency of deuterium in a-Si:H\(_2\)D. A narrow line is also observed whose origin is not completely determined but is partially due to D\(_2\) molecules trapped in the film\(^{132}\).
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spins. This information helps to characterize such paramagnetic sites as defects, impurities and localized electronic states which exist near the band edges as a result of local strains.

Nuclear paramagnetism provides a useful probe of local structural order of the major constituent atoms in amorphous semiconductors. The most important information obtained from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements in these solids includes symmetries at bonding sites, inhomogeneities, local motion of atomic species and photo-induced changes in local structural order.

Both nuclear and electronic spin-lattice relaxation mechanisms are important probes of the electronic and vibrational properties in amorphous semiconductors. ESR and NMR measurements have indicated, at least indirectly, the presence of low frequency, anharmonic tunneling modes in most chalcogenide, pnictide and tetrahedral amorphous semiconductors. In some materials spin-lattice relaxation also probes important defects and impurities such as dangling bonds or trapped molecular species.
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In the ODMR technique optical excitation is applied in the presence of a magnetic field, and a photoluminescence (PL) or absorption signal is monitored. Either as the result of the thermalization of electrons and holes or as a consequence of different decay rates for different magnetic sub-levels, one observes differences in strongly emitting states as a function of the magnetic field.

The major conclusions from ODMR experiments in the chalcogenide glasses are that there may be more than one PL band and that triplet states may exist in these glasses. In a-Si:H and related alloys the ODMR results are quite complicated, but they do tend both to support and to supplement the existing models for the PL processes in these films.

VII. SUMMARY

Our understanding of the basic structural and electronic properties of amorphous semiconductors has been greatly aided by investigations of magnetic effects in these materials. Most chalcogenide glasses are diamagnetic under equilibrium conditions, but the pnictide and tetrahedrally-bonded amorphous semiconductors often exhibit a paramagnetism which is usually attributed to unsatisfied bonds. In the chalcogenide glasses there is a slight tendency to be more diamagnetic than corresponding crystalline forms.

Although the chalcogenide glasses are diamagnetic, there is a metastable, optically-induced paramagnetism which exists at low temperatures. In a-Si:H and related alloys both transient and metastable contributions to optically-induced paramagnetism exist with some of the metastable component existing up to ~ 400K.

Electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements in amorphous semiconductors often yield detailed local descriptions of the wave functions of the unpaired
There have been few, if any, Mössbauer studies of the tetrahedral amorphous semiconductors, but the technique has been used effectively for the chalcogenide glasses. The most studied nucleus is $^{125}\text{Te}$ but $^{119}\text{Sn}$ and $^{121}\text{Sb}$ have also been used as probes.

The electric and magnetic hyperfine interactions have been utilized in films of amorphous Te, in Se doped with Te and in Ge$\text{Se}_x\text{Te}_{1-x}$ to investigate the structure of these materials.\textsuperscript{151-154} As in the case of NMR, amorphous Te is found to contain a distribution of quadrupolar interactions\textsuperscript{151} with the average quadrupolar coupling constant slightly larger than in the crystalline phase. This increase has been attributed\textsuperscript{152} to an increase in the first nearest neighbor distance in the amorphous film.

In glassy Te-doped Se the observed quadrupolar splittings are intermediate between those observed in the trigonal and monoclinic crystals of Se. This result suggests that both the monoclinic rings and the trigonal chains exist in glassy Se\textsuperscript{153} although the average bonding properties are closer to those in monoclinic Se.\textsuperscript{155} Recently $^{125}\text{Te}$ and $^{129}\text{I}$ Mössbauer investigations of Ge$\text{Se}_x\text{Te}_{1-x}$ and Ge$\text{Se}_2$ glasses have discovered at least two distinct sites\textsuperscript{156,157} which suggest that there is substantial intermediate range order in these glasses.

VI. ODMR

Magnetic effects in amorphous semiconductors can also be probed by optical techniques. Although it is not the primary focus of this chapter, this section summarizes some of the important aspects of these optical approaches. Recent reviews of optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) in the tetrahedral amorphous semiconductors\textsuperscript{158,159} and the chalcogenide glasses\textsuperscript{159} are available.
not serve as a relaxation center. The coupling of the molecular hydrogen to the lattice yields the minimum in $T_1$.

The most important test of this model is to look for the conversion of the orthohydrogen to parahydrogen which is a slow bimolecular process at low temperatures. Figure 26 shows that indeed the $T_1$ minimum value does increase with the time during which the sample is kept at low temperatures. The increase shown in Fig. 26 is consistent with the expected bimolecular kinetics. Although some minor difficulties remain, these low temperature annealing experiments provide firm evidence for the presence of $H_2$ molecules in a-Si:H films made by the glow-discharge technique.

Recently several experiments, including $^1H$ NMR measurements, have indicated that the $T_1$ results probe only some of the trapped $H_2$ in films of a-Si:H. In at least some films there can be an order of magnitude more molecular hydrogen (~ 1 at.% of the atoms in the film) than that which contributes to the $T_1$ minimum.

V. MÖSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY

The Hamiltonian in Mössbauer spectroscopy contains terms similar to those which appear in NMR except that differences between an excited state and the ground state of the nucleus are probed using this technique. In Mössbauer spectroscopy the analogs of the Zeeman, quadrupolar and chemical shift interactions are the magnetic hyperfine, electric hyperfine and isomer shift interactions, respectively. In the harmonic approximation the probability of observing a Mössbauer transition $f'$ is proportional to an exponential which contains a scalar product of a nuclear vibrational amplitude vector and the directional vector for the incident gamma ray.
The model interpretations\textsuperscript{116,144,145} of these low temperature $T_1$ data all involve coupling to "tunneling" modes or "disorder" modes. In this model the elementary excitations consist of ordinary phonons and a series of two-level (highly anharmonic) systems often called disorder modes. The ensemble of disorder modes exhibits a continuous distribution of energy splittings where in each case the two levels are separated by a relatively high potential barrier. The physical origin of these modes is considered to be atoms or groups of atoms which can sit in two nearly equivalent, metastable equilibrium positions. The exact process by which the nuclear spins are relaxed continues to be a matter of some debate.\textsuperscript{144,145}

2. Defects and Impurities

Several authors\textsuperscript{112,129,142,147,148} have studied the spin-lattice relaxation of $^1\text{H}$ in a-Si:H over a temperature range from $\sim 4$ to $\sim 800\text{K}$. Below $300\text{K}$ there exists a characteristic minimum in $T_1$ as a function of $T$. This minimum, which occurs near $30\text{K}$, is found in nearly all films studied to date. Typical data are shown in Fig. 25. At temperatures above the minimum in $T_1$ the data are independent of frequency, but at low temperatures there exists a weak temperature dependence.\textsuperscript{112} Some sputtered samples, which are deliberately made with a low hydrogen content, do not exhibit this minimum (see Fig. 25). In these films the spin-lattice relaxation is thought to be due to the paramagnetic silicon dangling bonds.\textsuperscript{147}

Conradi and Norberg\textsuperscript{149} have suggested that trapped molecular hydrogen molecules act as the relaxation centers while the rest of the (bonded) hydrogen is relaxed by spin diffusion to these centers. Molecular hydrogen can exist in two spin states, ortho ($I = 1$) and para ($I = 0$), whose relative densities vary with the temperature once thermal equilibrium has been established. At low temperatures the orthohydrogen gradually converts to parahydrogen which does
action of Eq. (11)) by a Raman process involving either phonons or some other lattice modes. In crystalline solids the low temperature behavior of $T_1$ results from first-order Raman phonon processes which yield rapid temperature dependences ($T_1 \propto T^{-7}$ or $T^{-9}$). In amorphous solids the low temperature spin lattice relaxation rates are always faster than in corresponding crystalline solids, and the temperature dependences obey much weaker power laws. Data for $\text{As}_2\text{S}_3$, and $\text{As}$ are shown in Fig. 24.

Table 3 lists the observed exponents $\beta$ in the power law behavior for $T_1(T_1 = T^{-\beta})$ for most of the amorphous solids which have been investigated. It is apparent from Table 3 that $\beta$ falls in the range $1 < \beta < 2$. The last two entries indicate that these results are not restricted to quadrupolar nuclei because the spins of $^{31}\text{P}$, $^{203}\text{Tl}$ and $^{205}\text{Tl}$ are $I = 1/2$. In addition Haupt and Müller-Warmuth have obtained values of $\beta$ between 1.5 and 2 for hydrogen ($I = 1/2$) in various organic glasses. In these cases the relaxation presumably proceeds via a modulation of the dipolar or chemical shift interactions by a Raman process involving low energy excitations. The Raman process should be essentially frequency independent, a fact which is confirmed in those cases where the frequency can be varied (last four entries of Table 3 which involve NMR experiments). The data on $\text{Tl}_2\text{SeAs}_2\text{Te}_3$ indicate that the relaxation is independent of the nuclear isotope. The low temperature regime over which the power law behavior holds varies from material to material, but this range extends to at least 200 K in all cases.

Of the pnictide and chalcogenide amorphous semiconductors studied to date only amorphous P (a-P) fails to follow the pattern shown in Table 3. In a-P where the relaxation times are long and essentially temperature independent, the relaxation is thought to be due to the presence of paramagnetic impurities.
case of hydrogen. The results indicate that, like the hydrogen atoms, the boron atoms are clustered in a-Si:H,B. Although clustering is definitely present, it is not sufficient to produce many B-B bonds.

Phosphorus doping in a-Si:H films has also been examined using NMR techniques\textsuperscript{141} where different P bonding environments can be inferred from the chemical shift interaction (Eq. (10)). At least two NMR lines are observed which are centered at different frequencies (different chemical shifts). One line is attributed to threefold-coordinated phosphorus and the other to fourfold-coordinated phosphorus,\textsuperscript{141} and the ratio of three- to four-coordinated sites is about 4 to 1.

A final use of NMR techniques to determine local structural properties in a-Si:H and related alloys is to monitor hydrogen diffusion and evolution. In films with the lowest defect densities (see Section III.A.2), the clustered hydrogen (broad \textsuperscript{1}H NMR line) is the first species to evolve.\textsuperscript{129,142} As the hydrogen goes off, an increase in the ESR occurs.

B. Spin-Lattice Relaxation

Nuclear spin systems can relax via the lattice in a fashion analogous to that described in section III.E for electronic spin systems. The characteristic time for this relaxation to occur is also denoted as $T_1$ for the case of nuclear spins. In the chalcogenide and pnictide amorphous semiconductors, $T_1$ measurements have provided a probe, albeit indirect, of anharmonic, low frequency tunneling or disorder modes. In a-Si:H and related alloys spin-lattice relaxation occurs either via trapped molecular hydrogen (H\textsubscript{2}) or by paramagnetic defects (dangling bonds).

1. Low Frequency Lattice Modes

For nuclei of spin $I > 1/2$ the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation usually results from the modulation of the electric field gradient (quadrupolar inter-
NMR studies of those silicon atoms which possess a nuclear spin (5%) have yielded ambiguous results, primarily because the signals are weak and the lines are broad and poorly resolved. Because the spin of $^{29}$Si is 1/2 only the chemical shift (Eq. (10)) and dipolar (Eq. (6)) interactions are important. Unlike the case of hydrogen the results depend dramatically on the samples which are studied.127,133-135 There is general agreement that the chemical shift increases as one adds $\text{SiH}_2$ and $\text{SiH}_3$ groups to the films, but the absolute shifts appear to vary from film to film. The reason for these variations is probably that the silicon bonds are distorted in a-Si:H and these distortions vary with sample preparation.

There have also been some NMR investigations of dopants in a-Si:H films and alloys. In the case of boron (p-doping), $^{11}$B NMR experiments136,137,138 provide an explanation of the low doping efficiency in a-Si:H. A typical $^{11}$B NMR lineshape is shown in Fig. 23. This lineshape indicates that all the observable boron (> 99%) is three coordinated and therefore unlikely to be a dopant. This conclusion comes from the quadrupolar term in the Hamiltonian (Eq. (11)) which is very sensitive to local bonding symmetry.

Two lines are observed in the $^{11}$B NMR from a film with ~ 10 at.% B (see Fig. 23). Greenbaum et al.136 suggest that the broad and narrow lines in Fig. 23 result from planar, three-coordinated boron atoms in $\text{BSi}_3$ and $\text{Si}_2\text{BH}$ configurations, respectively. In films with less than 1 at.% boron the broad line is absent137,138 which suggests that essentially all of the boron is bonded to at least one hydrogen in these films. This conclusion in turn implies that the hydrogen must be preferentially bonded to the boron which is precisely the conclusion drawn from infrared absorption measurements.139,140

The dipolar interaction between boron nuclei can be used to estimate the average boron-boron separation in a-Si:H,B films136,137 just as it was for the
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Table 1

The Magnetic Susceptibility of Five Different Semiconductors in the Polycrystalline and Amorphous Phases in Units of $10^{-6}$ emu/gm (after reference 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid</th>
<th>Magnetic Susceptibility</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polycrystalline</td>
<td>Glassy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>-.485</td>
<td>-.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Se</td>
<td>-.272</td>
<td>-.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdAs$_2$</td>
<td>-.258</td>
<td>-.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As$_2$S$_3$</td>
<td>-.345</td>
<td>-.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As$_2$Se$_3$</td>
<td>-.287</td>
<td>-.292</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Saturated Densities of Optically Induced Paramagnetic Centers and Typical Inducing Photon Energies for Several Amorphous Semiconductors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>Typical Inducing Energy (eV)</th>
<th>(N_s) (spins/cm(^3))</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Se</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>(10^{16})</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As(_2)Se(_3)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>(10^{17})</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As(_2)S(_3)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>(10^{17})</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As(_2)O(_3)</td>
<td>~ 5.0</td>
<td>(10^{19})</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeSe(_2)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>(10^{16})</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeS(_2)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>&gt; (10^{17})</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>(10^{17})</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>(10^{17})</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3
Values of the Power Law Exponent $\beta$ ($T_1 \propto T^{-\beta}$) for low-temperature spin-lattice relaxation in amorphous solids. (After ref. 143.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid</th>
<th>Nucleus</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As$_2$S$_3$</td>
<td>$^{75}$As</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As$_2$Se$_3$</td>
<td>$^{75}$As</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>$^{75}$As</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Na$<em>2$O)$</em>{0.3}$(SiO$<em>2$)$</em>{0.7}$</td>
<td>$^{23}$Na</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>$^{11}$B</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tl$_2$Se-2As$_2$Se$_3$</td>
<td>$^{203}$Tl, $^{205}$Tl</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO-P$_2$O$_5$</td>
<td>$^{31}$P</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Magnetic susceptibility of As$_2$S$_3$ and As$_2$Se$_3$ glasses. (After ref. 1).

Fig. 2. Temperature dependent susceptibility, $\chi(T)$, for pure As$_2$Se$_3$ (solid circles) and As$_2$Se$_3$ + 10 ppm Fe (open circles). The data have been corrected for the magnetic background of the sample holder as indicated by the solid line through the pure As$_2$Se$_3$ data. (After ref. 19.)

Fig. 3. Characteristic ESR spectra for Fe$^{3+}$ and Cu$^{2+}$ impurities in glassy As$_2$Se$_3$.

Fig. 4. Intensity of the Fe$^{3+}$ ESR response in glassy As$_2$Se$_3$ as a function of the amount of several intentionally-added impurities. The Fe is an inadvertent impurity in these samples and the valence state changes from predominantly 2+ to predominantly 3+ with the addition of most impurities (except iodine).

Fig. 5. ESR derivative spectra for two different samples of O-doped a-Si:H. The bottom traces are due to atomic hydrogen and are run under conditions to minimize the distortion in these line shapes due to excess microwave power and magnetic field modulation. The features near 3200 G are due to overlapping signals from the oxygen-related hole centers, the usual "dangling-bond" signal and silicon E' centers, but the line shapes are distorted. (After ref. 39.)

Fig. 6. ESR spectra at 30K in doped samples of a-Si:H. The top trace is heavily P-doped and the bottom trace is heavily B-doped. (After ref. 73.)

Fig. 7. Optically-induced ESR spectra obtained near 4.2K in several chalcogenide glasses. The dashed line superimposed on the Se spectra is a computer simulation as described in the text. (After ref. 91.)
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Fig. 26. Change in value of $T_1$ at the minimum (~ 30K) as a function of the
time held at 4.2K (inset) and the return of the value of $T_1$ at the
minimum as a function of time $t_a$ annealed at room temperature.
(After ref. 112.)
freshly prepared sample stored at 77K for 2 days and three months, respectively. These data illustrate the lack of devitrification when the sample is stored at 77K. The triangles represent data taken on a second sample to illustrate reproducibility. The arrows at the top of the figure indicate the NQR frequency in claudetite I and arsenolite. See text for details.

Fig. 21. (a) NQR absorption in amorphous As (circles and solid line) and orthorhombic As (dashed line) at 4.2K. (b) Calculated contribution to NQR line shape from bonding electrons on nearest-neighbor atoms as described in the text. (The points refer to a calculated histogram through which a smooth curve has been drawn.) Inset: dihedral angle distribution form Ref. 123. (After ref. 121.)

Fig. 22. $^1$H NMR free induction decay in a-Si:H at 4.2 K (semilogarithmic scale). Circles represent experimental data. Inset: transformed frequency spectrum (linear scale). (After ref. 126.)

Fig. 23. Fourier transformed $^{113}$NMR spin-echo signal at 61 MHz in a-Si:H, with approximately 10 at.% boron.

Fig. 24. Temperature dependence of $T_1$ for $^{75}$As NQR in several amorphous semiconductors. Circles and squares represent data for amorphous As and glassy As$_2$S$_3$, respectively. The dashed line indicates the behavior in glassy As$_2$Se$_3$.

Fig. 25. $T_1$ as a function of temperature for a typical glow-discharge film of a-Si:H (circles) and a sputtered film of a-Si:H which was intentionally made with low hydrogen content (triangles). See text for details. (After ref. 147.)
Fig. 14. ESR spectra at x-band in amorphous As at ~ 10K. (After ref. 93.)

Fig. 15. Derivative of the ESR absorption as a function of magnetic field for (a) the center $P_2$ and (b) the center $P_1$ as described in the text. The solid curves represent computer simulations. The experimental curve in (a) is the difference between the x-irradiated spectra at 95 and 77K. The experimental curve in (b) is the difference between the x-irradiated and the unirradiated ESR spectrum above ~ 250K. (After ref. 95.)

Fig. 16. ESR spectra of a-Si:H at 30K and ~ 9 GHz. The optical excitation which produced these traces is 100 mW/cm$^2$ at 1.915 eV. Samples which are undoped and heavily boron- and phosphorus-doped are shown. (After ref. 100.)

Fig. 17. The $^{77}$Se NMR spectra observed in glassy, molten and trigonal crystalline Se. The vertical line at 10 kG indicates the position of the $^{77}$Se NMR in a standard sample ($H_2SeO_3$) at a frequency of 8.131 MHz. (After ref. 113.)

Fig. 18. Magnitude of the $^{205}$Tl NMR isotropic chemical shift (relative to a 2.5 M solution of thallium acetate in water) in Tl-As-Se glasses as a function of Tl$_2$Se content. (After ref. 115.)

Fig. 19. Relative $^{75}$As NQR echo intensity as a function of frequency at 77K in bulk, glassy $As_2Se_3$: Solid triangles represent data taken before irradiation and open circles represent data taken after irradiation at 77K with 6764 Å light. Solid lines and dashed lines at the top of the figure represent NQR frequencies of crystalline $As_2Se_3$ and crystalline $As_4Se_4$, respectively. (After ref. 117.)

Fig. 20. Relative $^{75}$As NQR echo intensity as a function of frequency at 77K in glassy $As_2O_3$. Solid and open circles represent data taken on a
Fig. 8. Optically induced ESR intensity in Tl, Cu, K and I doped As$_2$Se$_3$ glasses as a function of dopant concentration.

Fig. 9. Optically-induced ESR spectrum near 4.2K in glassy As$_2$Se$_3$ doped with 0.9 at.\% I. The dashed curve is the As-related center described in the next section.

Fig. 10. X-band (9.210 GHz) ESR spectra near 4.2K of (a) pure As$_2$S$_3$ and (b) As$_2$S$_3$+120 ppm Fe. The derivative features near 1500 G are due to Fe$^{3+}$ and are essentially insensitive to the application of near-band gap light. The features near 3200 G are optically induced signals from which a "dark" background signal has been subtracted. (After ref. 31.)

Fig. 11. Derivative of ESR absorption as a function of magnetic field in x-irradiated As$_2$O$_3$ at 110K. (a) Experimental trace; (b) computer simulated spectrum for a Gaussian distribution of bonding hybridizations, and (c) computer simulation for a single site (with no s-p hybridization). (After ref. 84.)

Fig. 12. ESR derivative spectra (9.213 GHz) observed at 4.2K after x-irradiation at 77K in (a) GeS$_2$, (b) GeSe$_2$ and (c) As$_2$S$_3$ glasses. In (a) the lineshape is somewhat saturated by excessive microwave power. In (c) the narrow feature at g = 2.002 is distorted due to the large amplitude of the magnetic field modulation which was employed to enhance the broader features. (After ref. 33.)

Fig. 13. ESR spectra at x-band in glassy As$_2$S$_3$ and Ge$_2$S$_8$ at ~10K. The dashed lines are lineshapes attributed to the optical rearrangement of charge in existing defects and the solid lines to lineshapes attributed to the creation of new defects. Note in general the better resolution of the lines attributed to nc.-defects. (After ref. 91.)
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